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INTRODUCTION 
LET M BE a compact Riemannian manifold of dimension d and f: M---, M an isometry with fixed 
point set I~. I~ is the disjoint union of closed connected submanifolds N of dimension . If A 
denotes the Laplace operator of M with eigenvalues A then f induces linear maps .h ~ on the 
eigenspaces of A. 
For each N E II and a E N, f induces an 0(d - n) action A: (ToN)~ (TON) ~ on the fiber of 
the normal bundle (TN)  j- to N at a. ( I -  A) is invertible and we denote B = ( I -A )  -t. 
In Part I of this paper we derived the following asymptotic expansion: 
Tr(f~°)e-'~ a  (47rt)-'~2 ~ r f,,, bk(f, a)d volN(a). 
,It k~O 
The bk(f, a) have a simple description using invariance theory. 
It is easy to generalize the proof to yield similar expansions for the Laplacians of all the 
classical elliptic complexes. 
The existence of such expansions trongly suggests new proofs of the Atiyah-Singer- 
Lefschetz formulas for compact group actions. 
In the present paper we derive such a proof of the G-Signature theorem of Atiyah-Singer [3]. 
Although the ideal is quite simple the technical details involved are substantial. 
In Part I we denoted the negative definite Laplacian by A. In order to be consistent with [2], 
[3] we now choose our Laplacians to be positive definite. 
These joint results were announced by the first author in [4]. Related results were obtained 
earlier by the second author[7]. 
Part III will contain the additional details needed to deduce the G-Signature Theorem with 
coefficients in a bundle. 
There is some overlap of this paper (Part II) with the thesis of Kawasaki[9]. We would like to 
thank him for giving us a copy of his interesting work. 
§I. CLASSICAL INVARIANCE THEORY 
The present section summarizes some well-known algebraic results which will be used 
essentially. For a fuller treatment the reader is referred to [8]. 
Let V be a real vector space with inner product g. A linear map 
J 
~: ®V~APV 
will be called an elementary invariant if it is of the form 
dp(vt . . . . .  vi) = vt ^  v2 ^  . . .  ^ vpg(v,+t, vp+z) . . . g(vj-t, vj) 
or if it is obtained from such a ~b by first performing a permutation f vt . . . . .  v~ and then applying 
tb. If V has dimension then the fundamental theorem of 0(n) invariant heory is 
J 
THEOREM 1.1. The linear space of O(n) invariant linear maps from (~ V ~ APV is spanned by 
elementary invariants. In particular this space is non-trivial only if ] -p  is even. 
In classical terminology Theorem 1.1 says that all 0(n) invariant linear maps from tensors to 
p-forms are obtained by alternating p indices and contracting the remaining indices in pairs. 
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Now suppose V, is a real oriented inner product space of dimension m and inner product g~. 
Since V, is oriented new invariants appear. If vt, v: . . . . .  vm are any m vectors of Vt then 
v, ^ vz ^  . . .  ^ v,, = a(vol) where (vol) is the volume form on V~ induced by the orientation and 
inner product. The determinant map may be defined by det (v~ . . . . .  vm) = ;~. 
A linear map 
ok: ~) Vt-* R 
will be called an elementary invariant if it is of the form 
~b(v,, v, . . . . .  vj,) = det (v, . . . . .  v,.) det (v,.+, . . . . .  v2,.)... 
. . .  det (v¢q_,,~+, . . . . .  Vq,n)gt(vqm+t, Vqra+2)  • • • gt(vj,-,, vj,) 
or if it is obtained by first applying a permutation of vt . . . . .  vj, and then composing with ¢. 
The fundamental theorem of SO(m) invariant heory is: 
i l  
THEOREM 1.2. The linear space of SO(m) invariant linear maps (~ V,--*R is spanned by 
elementary invariants. In particular this space is non-trivial only if jr is even or if m is odd and jt >- m. 
One defines ~,,..,,, the Kronecker symbol, to be: (a) Zero if i t . . .  in are not distinct, (b) + 1(-1) 
if it . . .  i,, is an even (odd) permutation of 1 . . . . .  m. Theorem 1.2 says that with respect o an 
orthonormal basis all SO(m) invariant linear maps from tensors to R are obtained by pairing q 
m'-tuples of indices with q corresponding Kronecker symbols and contracting the remaining 
indices in pairs. 
Now let W be a Hermitian vector space of complex dimension c with Hermitian inner 
product h. Then a linear map 4': @ W -,  C will be called an elementary invariant if it is of the form 
gp(w,, w2 . . . . .  wk) = h(w,, w2). • • h(wk-,, wk) 
or is obtained from such an invariant by first permuting w, . . . . .  wk and then composing with ¢. 
The fundamental theorem of U(c) invariant heory is 
THEOREM 1.3. The linear space of U(c) invariant linear maps ~) W--*C is spanned by 
elementary invariants. In particular this space is non-trivial only if k is even. 
In classical parlance the linear maps from tensors to C are given by contracting indices 
pairwise. 
The basic theorem which we will need is a straightforward generalization of the previous 
three theorems. Consider a vector space X = VO VtG Wt~. . .~  W, where V is a real inner 
product space of dimension , V~ a real oriented inner product space of dimension m, and W, 
1 -< i -< s are Hermitian vector spaces of dimension c, Then we have 
THEOREM 1.4. The space of all O(n) x SO(m) x U(cO x . . . × U(c,) invariant linear maps from 
I 
(~X ~ A p V are spanned by sums of products of the elementary invariants referred to in Theorems 
1.1, 1.2, 1.3. 
§2. ISOMETRIES OF COMPACT MANIFOLDS 
Let f be an isometry of the compact Riemannian manifold M. The fixed point set ~ of f is the 
disjoint union of compact connected totally geodesic submanifolds N. 
If N is any component of ~ we denote A: (TN) ~--, (TN) ~ the endomorphism induced by the 
differential of f. Since f is an isometry A has no eigenvalue + I and we denote B = ( I -  A)-'. 
For totally geodesic submanifolds N the Levi-Civita connection of M restricts to a 
connection on TM[N which preserves the decomposition TMI N = (TN)@(TN)  ~. Thus the 
parallel translate of a normal vector along a curve in N remains normal to the submanifold N. 
Furthermore since f is an isometry A commutes with parallel translation along curves in N. Thus 
the eigenvalues of A are constant and we may decompose (TN) ~ = 
(TN)±( - 1) @ TN~(O0 ~. . .  t~) TN~(O,); 0,# lr. Here A acts on TN~( - I) via multiplication by 
-1 .  The spaces (TNF(O,) are even dimensional and A acts on these by a direct sum of the 
rotations 
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cos 0, - sin 0,'~ 
sin 0, cos 0~/" 
We may endow (TN)~(OJ with a natural complex structure where A acts as multiplication by the 
complex scalar exp (V'-~0J. 
The action induced by f on the complexified normal bundle will be denoted by A ~. The 
complexification W ® C of a complex vector space W is naturally identified with W + lg' where 
I~' is the conjugate space. Thus TN'(OJ® C~-TN±(OJ~ TN-~(O~). A ~ acts on TN~(O~) as 
multiplication by the complex scalar exp(V'~0~). Thus A ¢ may be diagonalized as 
- 1 (~ exp (~/:-10,) G exp (-V'Z-10,) @. . .  @ exp (V~0, )  • exp (-x/:-10,): (TN) ~ ® C -~ 
(TN) ~ ® C. 
§3. THE SIGNATURE COMPLEX 
Assume that M is a compact oriented Riemannian manifold of even dimension d = 21. The 
metric on M induces metrics on the bundles of/-forms AJ(T*M)(~)C and hence by integration 
over M inner products on the spaces A~(T*M)® C. 
We denote by 0 the exterior derivative 0: At(T'M) ® C ~ Ai+~(T*M) ® C and 0* the adjoint 
of a with respect o the induced inner products. The operator A = aa* + a*a is the Laplace 
operator of Hodge theory. The solutions of Au = 0 are harmonic forms and the space of harmonic 
/-forms is isomorphic to Hi(M; C). 
Now consider the first order operator D = 0 + 0". It is formally seif-adjoint and we have 
A = D*D = D 2. Thus the solutions of Au = 0 coincide with those of Du = 0. We introduce an 
operator ~'(a)= (V'2-1) ,*-'+t * a for a E A~(T*M)® C where * is the Hodge star operator. 
C = 1 and we may decompose A = A + ~ A- into _+ 1 eigenspaces for r. The signature complex is 
the elliptic complex 
0._, A+.~° A -~ 0. 
This is well-defined since Dr =-  ~'D. 
Suppose f: M--*M is an isometry preserving the orientation. Then f preserves the 
decomposition A = A+(~A - and the corresponding cohomology decomposition H*(M, C)= 
H+(M, C) ~ H-(M, C). One defines 
Sign (f, M) = Trace (f~lH ÷) - Trace (f ' lH-) 
where f "  is the induced map on cohomology. Sign (f, M) corresponds to the G-signature of M 
where f is regarded as an element in the isometry group of M. 
The philosophy of Atiyah-Bott is that one should be able to compute Sign (f, M) by 
calculating an appropriate local trace on the infinite dimensional spaces A+(T*M), A-(T'M) and 
then taking the difference. The proper execution of this requires ome machinery. We begin by 
generalizing the main result of [4]. 
THEOP.EU 3.1. Let f be an orientation preserving isometry of the compact Riemannian manifold 
M. Denote by f/'(f~,") the induced maps on the eigenspaces ofA ~ = D'D, A- = DD* with eigenvalue 
A(#). Then there exist asymptotic expansions 
Tr(f~")e - '~  ~ (4~rt)--'~2~otkfNbk+(f, a)dvoiN(g) t ~o 
•Tr( f . " )e  . . . .  Z (41rt)-'12~.ot'fNb,-(f,a)dv°lN(a) t*O. 
NEll 
Here b~+(b~ -) depend upon the germs of the Riemannian metric of M and the isometry f near N. More 
specifically 
bk+(f, a) = [det B[(b~,)+(.f, a)
bC(f, a) = [det Bl(b~)-(f, a) 
where (b~) +, (b:)- are S(O(n)x O(d- n)) invariant polynomial maps from the collection ~ of 
tensors consisting of A ¢, B and the curvature tensor R of M and its covariant derivatives to 
functions on N. 
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Proof. The proof is very similar to that presented in [4]. For A÷(M): 
(~,')e -'~ =/Tr  [f* o K÷(t,.f(u), u)]dvoIM(u) y. Tr 
dM 
where K÷(t, v, u)E Hom(Ao ÷, A.*) is the fundamental solution of the heat quation (OlOt + 
A+)F = 0 on M. 
f*: A÷(T~,~I)-~A÷(T*M) is the pull-back on forms. 
= f_ Tr [[* o K+(t, [(u), u)]d volM(u) + 0(e -~") 
where UN is a sufficiently small tubular neighborhood of N. 
The analysis proceeds as before using the local parametrix of Minakshisundaram. Rather than 
repeating the complete details let us just note the following relevant points: 
(i) It is convenient to choose a normal coordinate systm on the fibers rr: UN ~ N. Relative to 
such a choice the induced action of f is linear which simplifies matters considerably. 
(ii) The tensor A" makes its appearance since we are now working with forms in A(T*M) ® C 
rather than just functions. The exterior powers of A * determine the action on A(T*M) t~)C and 
therefore also on A÷(T*M), A-(T'M). 
(iii) The invariants obtained need only be S(O(n) x 0(d - n)) invariant since an orientation on 
M is required for the decomposition A(T*M) (~) C = A÷(T*M) ~) A-(T'M). 
The derivation for A-(T'M) is entirely similar. 
These asymptotic expansions easily yield the local formula for the G-Signature. 
THEOREM 3.2. In the notation of Theorem 3.1: 
Sign (]', M) = ~ (47r)-'2 [ Ibm*t2(]', a) - b2t2(f, a))]dvolN(a) 
NEl l  
= ~, (41r) -~'2 f [b,**~z(f, a) - bf+~t2(f, a)]d volN(a) 0 
NEl l  .IN 
where i# 0 in the second equathgn. Since ~ is orientation preserving the dimension  o[ each 
component N o[ the fixed point set is even. 
Proo[. If A,÷(A, -) denotes the subspace of A÷(A -) with eigenvalue 3' then the sequence 
+ D 
0"-*A, "--~A,-'--~0 3'#0 
is exact. Furthermore Trace (if,.+) = Trace (~_) for y# 0. These facts are consequences of Hodge 
theory. Detailed proofs for a more general elliptic complex were written by Kotake[6]. 
Therefore by Theorem 3.1 
Sign (.f, M) = Trace (.f~.+) - Trace (fg:_) 
= ~ Trace (~+)e -'~ - ~ Trace (~_)e-"  
A t~ 
,,~n 2  (4~rt)-~'2~-ot~L[bk÷(f'a)-bk-(['a)]dv°lN(a) t SO. 
The left hand side is independent of t and therefore coincides with the constant term on the right. 
The coefficients of non-zero powers of t must vanish. 
To see that n is even recall that the induced action on the normal bundle (TN) ~= 
(TN)~( - 1) ~ TN~(00 G TN~(09 ~. . .  ~ (TN)~(0,) decomposes as indicated. The spaces 
(TN)~(O~) are even dimensional and the determinant of A on them is positive. Since [ is 
orientation preserving the determinant of A on (TN) ~ is positive which forces (TN)±( - 1) to be 
even dimensional. Thus the bundle (TN) ~ is even dimensional. Consequently N is even 
dimensional. 
In [3] Atiyah-Singer proved the G-Signature theorem. We wish to recall their result explicitly. 
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We denote 
x j/2 
:~(N) = FI tanh (x, i2) 
where the Pontriagin classes of N are the elementary symmetric functions in the x~ . 
2-"~r(TNl( - I))- 'e(TNL( - 1)) = I I  tanh (xJ2) 
where the Pontriagin classes of TNL( - 1) are the elementary s mmetric functions in the xj 2 and 
the Euler class is the product of the x~'s. Since TNi (  - 1) may not be orientable (TN±( - 1)) is the 
Euler class twisted by the system of local orientations of N. m is the (even) dimensional of 
TNL( - 1). 
d/', = I-I tanh (x/-S10,/2) 
, tanh(X,.+ 2 V'Z~-10,) 
where the elementary s mmetric functions of the xj's are the Chern classes of TN±(O~). Let c(O,) 
be the dimension of TN~(Oi). 
THEOREM 3.3. (G-Signature Theorem of Atiyah-Singer). Let M be a compact oriented 
Riemannian manifold of even dimension d = 21. Let f be an isometry of M which is orientation 
preserving and therefore commutes with the Laplacians A ÷, A- of the signature complex. Let N be 
a component of the fixed point set and denote n the dimension of N. 
The normal bundle (TN) ± decomposes as 
(TN) ± = (TN)I(  - 1) (~ ~ (TN)~(O,). 
i 
Let ~, .~8 be the characteristic lasses described above. Then we have 
Sign (f, M)= ~ 2"-m"2[I-  (V-L-] " tan 0,/2) - ' ' '~ 
NEN 
~( N)~(  TN ~(- l ))-' e ( TN ~(- 1)) 1-I ~t', (TN ~( o,))] [N]. 
i J 
Here e(TN~( - l)) is the twisted Euler class of TN±( - l) and [N] is the twisted fundamental cycle 
of N, both twistings being defined by the local coefficient system of orientations of N. 
Remark. In Atiyah-Singer III Theorem 3.3 was formulated interms of compact group actions. 
Given a compact Lie group G acting on a compact manifold M one may average over G to yield a 
G-invariant metric on M. Furthermore the isometry group of a compact Riemannian manifold M 
is itself compact. 
Our main goal will be to identify the local formula in Theorem 3.2 with the corresponding 
cohomoiogical formula given by Atiyah-Singer. Let us restrict our attention to a single 
component N of the fixed point set ft. In order to make the proofs less cumbersome we will 
assume that the bundle TN±( - 1) is oriented. Since at this point we are just studying local 
properties of the heat kernel the general case with local coeli~cients follows easily. 
In Theorems 3.1, 3.2 we regarded the functions b~+([, a)-b,-(/,  a) as S(O(n)xO(d-n) )  
invariant maps from the tensors ~ to functions on N. If the normal bundle is oriented we may 
regard b,+(~ a) -  bF(f, a) as SO(n) x SO(d - n) invariant maps to functions on N. If we reverse 
the orientation on M then A'(M) changes to A-(M) and A-(M) becomes A*(M). Thus 
b,+(f, a)-b,-(/, a) changes ign. Also if we reverse the orientation on M then since TN ~" is 
oriented we must reverse the orientation on N in order to keep orientations compatible for 
TMIN = TN (~) (TN) ~. It seems natural then to regard the b~*(f, a) - b,-(f, a) as 0(n) x SO(d - n) 
invariant maps to n-forms on N. This is the viewpoint we shall adopt hroughout the rest of the 
paper. The statement of our main result is 
THEOREM 3.4. We regard the terms b~+(f, a) - bF(f, a) in Theorem 3.2 as O(n) x SO(d - n) 
invariant maps from the tensors A ~, B, R and its covariant derivatives to n-forms on N. Then 
b,÷(/, a) - b,-(f, a) = 0 i < n/2. 
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Furthermore in the notation of Theorem 3.3: 
(47r)-'e=[b~:(f, a) - b~:(f, a)] = 2 ("-m'2 
[l~I (X/:-I tan (OJ2))-c('P~(N)(TN±( - 1))-' e(TN~( - 1) )~ .tt",(TN*(O,))] . 
Equality is in the sense of differential forms. The right hand side is to be regarded as the 
characteristic n-form which corresponds via the Weill homomorphism to the cohomological 
expression in Theorem 3.3. 
§4. PROPERTIES OF THE LOCAL FORMULA 
The proof of Theorem 3.4 will require a substantial mount of work. We gather here some 
properties of the heat equation integrand for future use. Since the problem is local in nature we 
will restrict our attention to a single component N of the fixed point set. 
P ROPOSmON 4.1. Consider a component of the fixed point set which consists of a single isolated 
fixed point a. Then the local formula bo+(f, a) - bo-([, a) given by Theorem 3.2 vanishes if the 
normal bundle has eigenvalue - 1. Otherwise 
s 
bo÷([, a) - bo-(f, a) = (of-L-l)-' I- I [cot (0,[2)] ÷c'°,, 
i l l  
where notation is that of Section (2). Particularly dim M = 21 and exp (V"L--10~) # 1 are the 
eigenvalues with multiplicity c(O~) of AC: T 'M® C---) T 'M @ C. 
Proof. bo+([, a)-bo-([ ,  a) is the first term in the asymptotic expansion for isolated fixed 
points. It is therefore asily verified that 
[Tr (A ÷) - Tr (A-)] 
bo+(/, a ) -  bo-(/, a) = L ~ a ' ~  'J" 
Alternatively one may refer to the paper of Kotake[6]. The proposition ow follows by a local 
computation which is done completely in [1, pp. 472-473]. 
The case where f is the identity map is well-known: 
PRoPosmoN 4.2. If we take f to be the identity map then 
(4rr)-'[b,+(f, a) - b,-(f, a)] = 0 i < l 
(4~r)-'[b,*(/, a) - b,-([, a)] = 2'[Lr(M)]=, 
where (~r(M))2t is the characteristic form of degree 21 in the multiplicative Lr-sequence of 
Hirzebruch. 
Proof. This is the Gilkey Theorem[5]. An alternative proof was given in [2]. 
Let f,: M~ --) M~, i = 1, 2 be isometries of the compact Riemannian manifolds M,, M,. Consider 
the product action f = f, x f:: M, x M2~ M, x Me with fixed point set II. The components of [1 are 
of the form N, x 5/: for N, E [1,, 5/= E [12. 
If we assume that the/~; i = 1, 2 are orientation preserving then so is f = fl x f2 orientation 
preserving for the product orientation on M, x M2. Suppose dim 54, = 21, i= 1, 2. Then the 
signature complex of M = M, x M2 decomposes as 
A÷ = A,+ (~) A2+ (~ A,- @ A,_ - 
(4.3) 
A- = A,+ @ A=- (~) At- ® A.. ÷. 
This implies that sign (f, M) = sign (/,, M,) x sign (A, M:). 
The corresponding formula for the local heat equation trace is 
PaoPoslT1ON 4.4. Assume that b~*(f, a) - b~-(f, a) = 0 for i < n12 where a E N is a point in some 
component N of the fixed point set of an arbitrary orientation preserving isometry f (Later we will 
show that this hypothesis is always satisfied). 
Let a, x a2 E N~ x N2 C ~ where fl is the fixed point set of a product isometry f = f tx  f2. Here 
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1V~ E 11,, i = I, 2 are the lfxed point sets of  the isometries fj, f2. Then 
b2/..(f, a, x a,) - b~2(f, a, x a2) = [b2,t2(ft, a,) - b',/2(f,, a,)l[b,+~12(fe, a2) - b~212(f2, a2)] 
where n = n~ + n2 is the dimension of  N, x N2. As  pointed out above the n~ are even, i = 1, 2. 
Proof. The eigenvalues of A+(A -) on A+(M)(A-(M)) are A = A,A2 +/~,/z2 and tz = A,/~2 + tz,Az. 
Here a,,/~, are the corresponding eigenvalues on M,, i = 1, 2. 
Therefore 
,~ Tr (f~")e - '~= [~, Tr (]'~,)e-'~,][~ Tr (/~/~)e-"~] + [~, Tr (f~/,)e .... 1 [~ Tr (~2)e-'~ 1 
from the product decomposition of the induced action f~" on the eigenspaces. 
Similarly 
Tr(~)e . . . .  [~  Tr (~)e - " ' ] [~  Tr (~2)e - '~]+ [~  Tr(~,)e .... ] [~  Tr(/T~)e-"~]. 
Now substitute the corresponding asymptotic expansions and take the difference. 
The final proposition of this section is an observation of fundamental importance in the proof 
of Theorem 3.4. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Suppose we change the metric g by the scaling g ~ cZg then 
[b,'~(f, a) - b,-(f, a)]~ c'-Z'[b,+(f, a ) -  b,-(f, a)]. 
Proof. The proposition follows from careful examination of the explicit formulas obtained for 
the b~ in the proof of Theorem 4.1 of Part I, [4]. 
Denote by 
) Tr (f*K+(t, x, [(x))) ~ (41rt)-~Ze -m"  Tr (f* u,+(x, f(x)))t' 
the Minakshisundaram expansion for A +. It is well-known[2] that under a sealing g ~ cZg of the 
metric on M one has Tr (f*u~+(x,f(x)))~ c -s' Tr (f*u~+(x,f(x))). In the notation of [4] we may 
write 
+ 
Tr (f  u, (x, f(x))) . . . . . . .  
h,+(x(y)) = ~ I'qx' y)l~utx). 
One observes that h,+(x, (y))--, c-Z'h,(x(y)) under scaling of the metric g since 6(x), [det (I - A)[, 
and IJ(x, Y)I are all invariant under scaling. The y~, which are coordinates on the fiber of the 
normal bundle to N in M, satisfy the relation dZ(x, f (x) )= llyl[ ~. Consequently, ~ ~ cy~ under a 
scaling g-~ cZg. Then if I-], = 2(dZ/0yjZ), one has y ~ c-Zy under scaling. 
The b~ ÷ (considered as n-forms on N) are given by 
b,+(f, a) = D,k(h+-k) * N, 
where *N, is the volume form of N. Now * ~,~c"*  ~,, under scaling. Consequently 
b,+([, a ) ~ c'-Z~b,+(/, a) under scaling g ~ c Zg. 
Similarly b~-(f, a) ~ c"-Z~b~-(f, a) under scaling g ~ cZg. 
§5. APPLICATION OF INVARIANT THEORY 
The first step in the proof of Theorem 3.4 is to show that the local integrand obtained via the 
heat equation is a polynomial in appropriate characteristic forms. This follows from Proposition 
4.5 and Theorem 5.1 of this section. It also follows immediately from the results of the present 
section that 
b~+(f, a) - b,-(f, a) = 0 i < n/2. 
This is the easier part of Theorem 3.4. 
Consider the collection c£ of tensors given by A *,~B and the curvature tensor R and its 
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covariant derivatives. We call a function 3, of these tensor an invariant polynomial map to 
n-forms if with respect o any normalized coordinate system go(a) = &~, g,,~,(a) = 8~, g,o(a) = 0 at 
a E N, 3' may be represented as an 0(n) x SO(d - n) invariant polynomial map to n-forms on N. 
In this paragraph only the Greek indices 1-< a,/3 <-n refer to TN while the Latin indices 
n + 1 -- i,j -< d refer to (TN)L  3, is said to be of weight k if under the change of metrics g ~ c2g on 
M one has 3, ~ ck3,. 
The main result of this section is 
THEO~M 5.1. An invariant polynomial map 3, o,f weight k vanishes identically if k > 0 while i[ 
k = 0 it is a sum oIproducts of 1) Pontriagin forms o[ TN; 2) Pontriagin and Euler[orms of 
(TN);(  - 1); 3) Chern forms of (TN);(OJ, i = 1 . . . . .  s. The coefficients in these linear sums o[ 
products will depend rationally on exp (___V'-~0~), i = 1 . . . . .  s. 
Proof. 3, is 0(n) x SO(d-  n) invariant. Denote G = 0(n) x SO(m) x U(cO x . . .  x U(cA the 
group corresponding to the decomposition ( TN) ~ = TN~( - 1) G TN~( O0 ~. . .  ~ TN;(  O,) • 
If we reduce the structure group of (TNy- to G then the endomorphisms B, A ~ are diagonal. 
B: (TN)±-~ (TN) ~ and B = ½ (~) (1 - exp (X/---100)-' (~1... (~ (1 - exp (X/Zi0,)) -~. A~: (TN) ~ • 
Co(TN)  ± ® C with A ~ =-1  • exp(V'Z-100 (~ exp(-X/-L-i00 (~) . . .  (~ exp (V'-~0,) (~ 
exp ( -V ' -~0, )  where we identify TN;(O~)@C = TN~(OJ(~ TN~(O,). 
By the classical invariant theory results of Section (1) we may regard 3' as a G invariant 
polynomial in the components of R and its covariant derivatives with coefficients depending 
rationally on exp (-X/-Z'i0J. 
The remainder of the proof of Theorem 5.1 is quite similar to the proof of Gilkey's Theorem 
in [2]. 
Theorem 1.4 implies that 3, is a linear sum of elementary monomial invariants 
mon (R) = ~ RF~... R~, 
with coefficients depending rationally on exp (-+X/-£-103. Here F,, F2 . . . . .  Fp are multi-indicies 
containing both tangential and normal indices. It is understood that n of the tangential indices in 
the F 's  are to be alternated, det may be applied to the normal indices in TN~( - 1) and the 
remaining indices are to be contracted pairwise. 
The proof will be completed by a detailed analysis of the elementary invariants mon (R). It is 
convenient o present his analysis in a series of lemmas. 
LEMMA 5.2. The weight of an elementary monomial mon (R) is 2p + n - 2[~ where [~ is the total 
number of indices in F~. 
Proof. Each R~, has weight two. If (con) is the total number of contractions in tangential and 
normal indices and (det) is the total number of times the determinant is applied to TN~( - 1) 
indices then mon (R) has weight 2p -2 (con) -  m(det). On the other hand n + 2(con)+ m(det) = 
Y ~. Thus mon (R) has weight 2p + n - X/~. 
Denote ER the total number of covariant derivatives in all the R's. Then Y, f~ = 4p + eR. Thus 
one obtains the formula n = weight (mon (R)) + 2p + ~R. 
Before proceeding further we must recall the identities satisfied by the Riemann curvature 
tensor 
LEMMA 5.3. The Riemann curvature tensor satisfies the identities 
and consequently 
Risl = 0 Ro~, = 0 (5.3.1) 
R,~u = - R~kl R,~k, = -- R,~k (5.3.2) 
R,j,I = Rk,, (5.3.3) 
Rmk]l = ½R,tuk] (5.3.4) 
where the bow~-,, denotes alternation over three indices and the bracket [ l denotes alternation 
over two indices. 
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The identities (5.3.1), (5.3.2) imply that for the terms RF, we may alternate over at most two of 
the first five indices else mon (R) = 0. Thus as n is the total number of alternations in the R's one 
has n -< 2p + ~ with strict inequality if ~R > 0. However 2p + ~R = n - weight(mon (R)) as shown 
above. Thus if weight(mon (R)) -> 0 and mort (R) # 0 we must have eR = weight(mon (R)) = 0. 
Consequently n = 2p. 
Therefore we must alternate xactly two indices in each R. By (5.3.3), (5.3.4) these can always 
be chosen to be the last two. 
Thus mon (R) is a product of Pontriagin forms on TN, Chern forms of TN~(Oi), and the Euler 
and Pontriagin forms of TN~( - 1). The Euler form makes its appearance because of the new 
invariant determinant for SO(m) actions. 
§6. UNIQUENESS OF THE CHARACTERISTIC FORM 
In §5 we showed that b,÷(f, a)-b,-(/ ,  a)= 0 for i<  hi2 and that b~2([, a)-b~n(f, a) is a 
universal polynomial in appropriate characteristic forms. Presently we will show that there is a 
unique such polynomial which always integrates to give the G-Signature (Theorem 3.2) and 
which is (i) Multiplicative in the sense of Proposition 4.4 and (ii) Consistent with the Atiyah-Bott 
formula for isolated fixed points (Proposition 4.1). b~2(f,a)-b~2(f,a) must then be the 
Atiyah-Singer integrand. The idea of this section is just to compute sufficiently many examples. 
We begin with the special case where the normal bundle (TN) ± has no eigenvalue - 1. Thus 
(TN) ~ = TN~(O,)~) TN~-(0,)G... ~) TN~(0~) has the structure of a complex vector bundle. We 
further assume that the TN±(O,) are complex line bundles and that the 0, are distinct. Then k is 
the complex codimension. The general case will follow by a limiting argument. 
The basic actions involved are the [(0, n): CP.÷, ~ CP.+, defined by [(0, n )(z,, z2 . . . . .  z,+,, 
z,+2) ~ (z,  z, . . . . .  z.÷~, exp (X/'S-10)z,÷2). We will refer to these as the standard actions. The fixed 
point set consists of the copy of CP. given by z,+2 = 0 and the isolated fixed point (0, 0 . . . . .  0, 1). 
The proof proceeds by induction on the complex codimension k. We noted in Proposition 
(4.2) that the case of codimension zero is well-known[2], [5]. 
For complex codimension one we consider specifically the actions f(O, n) x 1: CP.., x Y~ 
CP,÷~ x Y where Y is a product of complex projective spaces and 1 represents he trivial action. 
The fixed point set has two components: 1)(0, 0 . . . . .  0, 1) x Y and 2) CP, x Y. Since our formula 
is multiplicative we know the contribution from (0, 0 . . . . .  0, 1) x Y. The normal bundle to the 
component CP, x Y of the fixed point set is the lift of the canonical bundle D, ~ CP, via the 
projection on the first factor CP. x Y~CP, .  We denote these bundles by D,(Y). Then the 
uniqueness for codimension one follows from 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Consider the bundles D . (Y )~ CP, × Y with associated first Chern class 
ct E H~( CP,, R) C H2( CP, x Y, R). Denote by p~ E H'J( CP, x Y, R) the Pontriagin classes of the 
tangent bundle of CPNx Y. Fix the dimension 21=2n+dim(Y)  of CP, x Y. Then any 
polynomial in the characteristic lasses G'pj,... Pi, with 2r+4(Eh/h) = 21 whose coefficients 
depend rationally on exp (V'-Ui'O), exp ( -  V"Z-i'O) is completely determined by evaluation on the 
fundamental cycle [CP, x Y] of these examples. 
Proof. We recall the well-known fact that there are no relations among the Pontriagin 
numbers of complex projective spaces [2]. 
Consider the bundles 
Do(Y)---,CPoXY (0) D,(Y)-.~CP, xY  (1) 
D,(Y) ~ CP.. x Y (2) 1)3(Y) ~ CP3 x Y (3) 
/9,(Y) ~ CP, x Y (4) Ds(Y) ~ CP, x Y (5) 
D~,(Y)--~ CP2, (2i) D2,- ,(Y)~ CP2,-, (2 i -  I) 
If I = 2i we work inductively down the left hand column. The first Chern class of Do vanishes 
so (0) determines the coefficients of all the Pontriagin classes. From (0), (2) we determine the 
coefficients of the Pontriagin classes p and c, 2 times the Pontriagin classes c,2p. Finally (0), (2), 
(4) . . . . .  (2i) determine the coefficients of p, Ct2p, cI4p . . . . .  C121. 
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For l = 2i - I we argue inductively using the right hand column. 
We now proceed by induction on the complex codimension k. Suppose the result holds for 
complex codimension k,< k. 
Consider the actions [(n,, 0,) x [(n2, 0z) x . . .  x [(nk, Ok) X 1: CP.,+, x . . .  x CP.~÷, x Y --* 
CP . ,÷ ,x . . .x  CP.~÷,x Y. The fixed point set consists of the codimension k component 
CP., x . . .  × CP.k x Y and other components whose contribution we know from the mul- 
tiplicative property and the inductive hypothesis on k. The normal bundle to the component 
CP., x . . . x CP.k x Y is the lift of the product of canonical bundles D., x . . . x D., ---, CP,, × 
. . .  x CP,, via the projection of the first factor. We denote this bundle by/9., x . . .  x D~,(Y). The 
uniqueness for codimension k follows from 
PROPOSmON 6.2. Consider the bundles 19,, x . . .  x D ,k (Y )~ CP., x . . .  x CP.~ × Y with as- 
sociated first Chern classes ct(0,) E H2(CP,,) C H2(CP,, x . .  . × CP,k × Y). Fix the dimension 
21 = 2(E n,) + dim (Y)  of CP., x . . . × CP., x Y where Y is a product of  complex projective spaces. 
Denote by pj E H' i(CP.,  × . . .  x CP., × Y) the Pontriagin classes of the tangent bundle of  
CP., × . . .  x CP.~ × Y. Then any polynomial in the characteristic classes 
r k G "(O,)c,'~(02) . . . cl (Ok)p~, . . . Pi, with 2(Y. r~) + 4(Y~ ./h) = 21 whose coe~cients depend rationally on 
exp (V"~0~), exp (-V"~0~) is completely determined by evaluation on the fundamental cycle 
[CP., × CP.~ x . . .  × CP.~ x Y] of  these examples. 
Proof. By decreasing induction on deg (./) = E jh. Suppose we have determined the coefficients 
of all characteristic classes with deg ([) > deg (./). Then for any fixed multi-index (r,, r.. . . . . .  rE) 
the examples D . ,x . . .x  D.~(Y)~CP. ,  x . . . x  CP.~ x Y determine the coefficients of all 
c,',(00c,'~(02)... C(~(Ok)p if 2(Y- r,) + 4(E jh) = 21 and E jh = deg (j). This completes the induction. 
Remark. Proposition 6.1 is the special case k = I of Proposition 6.2. 
This completes the proof for the case TN ~= TN~(OOG. . .O  TN~(OE) with TN~(O,) 
complex line bundles and 0, distinct. 
The general case TN ~ = TN±( - 1) t~ TN~(O,) ~) . . .  G TN~(O~) where TN~-(O~) has complex 
dimension c(O~) may be deduced by a simple device. Let f be an isometry and N a component of
the fixed point set of f. f induces an isometry on a tubular neighborhood UN of N in M. It is 
conceivable that f will be the only isometry of UN for the original metric. However we may 
adjust the metric to coincide with the canonical metric on UN C (TN)  ~ near the zero section N. 
This increases the group of isometrics to the full group 0(d-n) .  
Now f is the limit of the isometrics f~ with distinct eigenvalues xp (/----[Oj), 8i# ~r. Since the 
formula obtained via heat equation methods is a smooth function of the isometry f and since the 
formula is strictly local in nature we may deduce the general case via a limiting argument. 
More precisely the contribution for a sum of r complex line bundles with distinct eigenvalues 
exp (V'-~0i), Oj# Ir is 
h "J'("(TNI(Oi)) =~-I 1 
i=, tanh (V~0J2)  .=, tanh [(xi + X/'5-10i)/2] 
where xj is the first Chern class of the ./th complex line bundle with eigenvalue exp (X/-L--10i). If 
the 0j are all equal then the formula is the same with the interpretation that the Chern classes of 
the complex r-bundles are the elementary symmetric functions of the xj's. We appeal to 
continuity thereby completing the proof if (TN) ~ = TN~(O,) (~ . . .  • TN~(Os) with no eigenvalue 
- 1 appearing. 
The contribution for TN~( - l) given by Atiyah-Singer is
27"[~(TN±( - l))]-'e(TN~( - I)) = r l  tanh (xj/2) 
1=1 
where 2r=dimR(TN~(- l ) )  and (i) The Pontriagin classes are the elementary symmetric 
functions in the xi 2 and (ii) The Euler class is the product of the x,'s. 
Thus we need only verify that 
I 
lira = tanh (x/2) 
6-. tanh [(x + X/-~0)/2] 
which follows easily from the definition of tanh (z). 
The proof of Theorem 3.4 is complete. 
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